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COST is a unique means for European researchers,
engineers and scholars to jointly develop their own
ideas and new initiatives across all fields of science and
technology through trans-European networking of
nationally funded research activities. read more

e-COST

Open Call
Due to budgetary and operational reasons, the next
Collection Date has been postponed to 25 April 2016,
17:00 CET.

Highlights
Top Story
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Climate change and migration: expanding the debate on a
multidimensional relation
Climate change is an immense and multifaceted
global challenge, likely to change our planet and
our very way of life. In some of the most
industrialised settings in the world as well as in
the most vulnerable areas, people may find they
can no longer live in places they have called
home for generations. Climate change causes
many serious problems, including extreme
weather disasters, the rise of sea levels, species
extinction and environmental degradation. Each
of these factors, alongside structural conditions
such as transnational labour markets, land
tenure, political violence and discrimination, is
expected to have some bearing on future
migration.
full story

Sign the petition for budget stability
In context of EFSI, drawing budget from Horizon 2020, COST is
at risk of losing a high share of its funding.
Join 11034 people and sign our petition
Read the News Release
Read the COST Association Statement

Testimonials
COST has been integral in creating new
links/collaborations across Europe in fields different to
my own. Moreover, through COST, we have been able
to offer Masters and PhD students the opportunity to
undertake internships in the UK with us. Such
experiences are invaluable to them and to the
networks that they create through the rest of their
careers. COST creates and sustains a healthy
collaborative research spirit across Europe.

Latest News

01 December 2015

all news

COST Action exploring links between climate change and
migration at COP21
Climate change is the "defining challenge of our age", according to UN
Secretary General, Ban Ki-moon. It threatens people’s lives and drives them
away from their homes in search of a better and safer life elsewhere. An
innovative COST Action took up the challenge and decided to tackle the
emerging phenomenon of ‘climate migration’. Key findings of a fruitful fouryear international collaboration will be presented this week at the 2015
UNFCCC COP21, in Paris.
read more

COST in the Headlines
Investigadores de 9 países se formarán en Aguilar en
innovación en Patrimonio

24 November 2015

22 January 2016 - La Vanguardia

Femicide across Europe is the first pan-European research network
investigating the causes and risk factors of a phenomenon killing thousands
of women every year, worldwide.

08 December 2015 - Pan European Networks

Collecting research data to counter femicide worldwide

read more

Action on Electroporation

Enhancing oral language skills
08 December 2015 - Pan European Networks

23 November 2015

New COST Actions stand out as highly interdisciplinary
The first 40 Actions funded under the COST
Association show a highly interdisciplinary
nature, with almost half of the Actions being
related to two or three main OECD fields of
Science and Technology.
read more

Events

Paul Topham, United Kingdom

Bio-inspired nanotechnology
03 December 2015 - Pan European Networks

Strategy Corner
This section features the work of the COST Committee of
Senior Officials (CSO), including the policy-driven Targeted
Networks.
read more

Introduction to the COST Framework - Cracow, Poland

all events

16 February 2016 | Cracow University of Technology

Introduction to the COST Framework - Warsaw, Poland
17 February 2016 | 9:00 - 12:30 | University of Warsaw

Introduction to the COST Framework - Sarajevo, Bosnia and
Herzegovina
02 March 2016 | 10:00 - 13:30 | Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina
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COST is supported by the EU Framework Programme
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